
agency services



apollo pushok

Welcome to Apollo Pushok, your premier photography agency based in Barcelona. Our team of highly

accomplished photographers and filmmakers brings extensive experience in the world of advertising,

having worked with renowned brands and capturing captivating stories worldwide. From commercial

campaigns to breathtaking photojournalism, we are dedicated to delivering exceptional quality.

Don't miss out on the opportunity to showcase your brand or capture unforgettable moments.

 

Contact us today to book our services and let us bring your vision to life.

 



photography and
video services

At our agency, we offer a comprehensive range of professional photography and videography

services. From capturing unforgettable moments to crafting compelling visual stories, we have

the expertise to meet all your visual needs.

 



The team of professionals at Apollo Pushok consists of expert
photographers and videographers specializing in commercial
photography and event coverage. We possess technical skills and
a creative vision that allow us to bring your ideas to life.

We are dedicated to delivering exceptional quality and capturing
the essence of every moment, ensuring that each image reflects
your unique personality and style.

Our commercial photography services cover a wide range of
needs, including product photography, corporate portraits,
fashion, architecture, and brand campaigns. We work closely with
businesses to showcase their products and enhance their brand
identity.



At Apollo Pushok, we specialize in providing personalized
photography packages that cater to your specific needs, whether
it's for a wedding, a family gathering, or a corporate event. With
our expertise in capturing the energy and emotions of special
occasions, you can trust us to ensure that no important moment
goes unnoticed.

With our state-of-the-art equipment, we provide drone
photography services that capture unique aerial perspectives,
showcasing your subjects from entirely new angles.

We believe in sharing our passion for photography, which is why
we offer workshops and training sessions. Whether you are a
beginner or an experienced photographer, our workshops provide
valuable information and techniques to enhance your skills and
creativity.



reach our team

We are a creative photography
and video agency based in
Barcelona, capturing unique
moments with passion and
professionalism.

We transform ideas into
extraordinary images. We tell
stories through the lens,
creating captivating and
authentic visual memories.

 Our expert team combines
talent and experience to
deliver exceptional results.
Trust us to capture your most
precious moments.



partners

apollopushok.com
info@apollopushok.com

ig: @apollopushok
yt: @apollopushok


